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Message from the DVC and Head of College

T

he end of the first semester
2016 is upon us after some
very trying times of teaching
disruptions, which we all
experienced. My gratitude
goes to all staff for their
understanding and for keeping
operations running at all levels.
One of the big events during
the first semester as usual is
the enrolment of our students.
The College registered a total of
Professor Deo Jaganyi
9 350 students against a planned
figure of 9 449. These are made up of 7 315 undergraduates,
428 Honours, 880 Masters and 727 PhDs. This means that we
have met 99% of the expected figure, with an expectation of
achieving the 100% mark in semester two. The area of concern
is the Postgraduate Diplomas and coursework Masters, which
registered less than 50% of their expected numbers.
The second big event was Graduation in April. The College held
five ceremonies, three in Westville and two in Pietermaritzburg.
As a College we graduated a total of 1 826 students, which
include 117 PhDs, 258 Masters, 312 Honours, 45 Postgraduate
Diplomas and 1 094 Bachelors. We wish our graduates all the
very best for the future. Among the graduates were also staff
members, namely newly capped Dr Alistair Clulow, Dr Chara
Biggs, Dr Nqaba Nongqwenga and Dr Nokwazi Mbili of the
School of Agricultural, Earth and Environmental Sciences;
Dr Mayshree Bejaichund, Dr Shaniel Davrajh, Dr Jared
Padayachee and Mr Ray Leroy Khuboni of the School of
Engineering; and Dr Sivuyile Mgobhozi of the School of
Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science. We congratulate
them on their achievements.
The College continues to make an impact in teaching and
learning. In recognition of his contribution Professor Albert
Modi was awarded the University Distinguished Teacher’s
Award at the April graduation. To which we say, ‘Well Done
Thembinkosi!’ A number of initiatives supported by the DHETTeaching Development Grant are playing a big role in this area.
These include support for the Mastering Masters programme,
which has seen its popularity amongst students increase
annually. The appointment of Academic Development Officers
(ADOs) to assist with student support is complete.
On the research front, a lot has happened. This includes the
awarding of University Fellowships to three of our researchers,
who are top not only in the College but also in the University.
This honour was bestowed on Professors Colleen Downs,
Steve Johnson and Francesco Petruccione. It is a pleasure to

inform you that the College has a new NRF A-Rated scientist.
Prof Craig Packer, an Honorary Researcher in the School of Life
Sciences, was recently awarded an A2 Rating by NRF, increasing
the number of A-Rated scientists in the College to three.
Another Honorary Researcher in the same School, Dr Enrico
Di Minin, also made history by having his publication entitled
‘Filling in biodiversity threat gaps’ published in Science – talk
about a quality publication! To all these individuals we say thank
you for the impact that you have made for UKZN.
The list of the University top 30 publishers shows that the College
still dominates the chart with six of our researchers being in the
top ten and 14 in the top 30. The trend shows that the bar is raised
higher every year – this time around one needed a minimum of
six publications i.e. 360 PU’s, to join this club of high publishers.
As expected, the top male and female publishers are Professors
Johannes Van Staden and Colleen Downs respectively.
In terms of space, College infrastructure has been given a shot
in the arm with the completion of the expansion of the Unite
building on Howard College Campus at a cost of R10 million;
and a new postgraduate laboratory and office building for the
School of Chemistry and Physics on the PMB campus at a cost
of R28 million. These projects are part of DHET Infrastructure
and Efficiency support aimed at improving our facilities and our
working conditions both for students and staff.
Transformation of the academic sector remains a challenge in
the College with most of our PhD graduates coming from across
our borders. Accordingly a number of initiatives in addition
to the developmental lecturer project have been introduced.
These include the New Generation Academic Programme
(nGAP) funded by DHET, which currently supports two PhD
students; and the CETA Postgraduate project that is supporting
three Masters and three PhD students. The expectation is that
on completion of their studies these individuals will become
academic members of staff.
The semester saw a change of leadership in the School of
Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science with Professor
Delia North being appointed as the new Dean and Head of
School. I am sure you will all join me in supporting and wishing
her and the School all of the best. I would also like to inform the
College that the first term for the original cohort of School Deans
comes to an end in December. The process of recruiting the new
School Deans in three of our Schools, namely, Agricultural, Earth
and Environmental Sciences; Engineering; and Life Sciences, is
currently underway. Watch the space!

Finally I would like to thank all staff for their dedication and
commitment during the semester. Enjoy the break!
Deo

COLLEGE NEWS
We’ve Got This! Durban Sets
New Science World Record

U

KZN’s College of Agriculture, Engineering
and Science (CAES) was recently involved in a
unique event – to help 2 104 Durban school children
successfully break the Guinness World Record for the
largest ever practical science lesson.
Hosted at the Durban Exhibition Centre, the College
was among the chief supporters of the event and put
its staff and students at the organisers’ disposal to
ensure every opportunity for success.
Apart from laying claim to a genuine world record, and
having a lot of fun at the same time, the innovative
project aimed to develop a love for maths and science UKZN DVC, Professor Deo Jaganyi, was one of three official judges at the
among schoolchildren. The learners participating successful attempt by 2104 Durban grade 9 school pupils to set a new Guinness
were all in Grade 9, which is the critical period World Record for the largest practical science lesson.
for making matric subject choices and educating
students completed two different physics experiments. In an
pupils on the importance of core maths for STEM (Science, innovative attempt to save costs, the two experiments had
Technology, Engineering and Maths) careers.
been constructed using by-product materials kindly donated
by chief organizer MAHLE Behr’s production processes.
In setting a new record for the largest practical science
experiment, Durban’s youth smashed the existing record held The record attempt took place for an hour. During the
by Vijnana Bharati, India (Delhi), for 2 000 students. With 2 104 adjudication process learners enjoyed a fun science show by
confirmed participants, a comfortable winning margin for the Dr Tanja Reinhardt of the UKZN Science Centre. But when chief
judge Suzanne de Villiers announced that Durban officially
new record was assured.
held the new world record for the largest practical science
In order to make this mammoth undertaking a reality, lesson, the hall erupted in a frenzy of excitement!

AECI Bursaries for Science and Engineering Students
Development Trust focused on the development of young
people living in areas in which AECI operated.
AECI Group Human Capital Executive, Ms Khosi Matshitse,
congratulated the bursary students and encouraged them to
use the opportunity and make a success of their studies. ‘We
need you and the country needs young people like you, so
apply yourselves in your studies, be diligent and don’t lose this
opportunity,’ she said.
Among the beneficiaries was Ms Lungisa Tenza, who is currently
enrolled in the Science and Engineering Access Programme
and working towards a BSc at UKZN.
Science and Engineering Access programme students who were
awarded bursaries from AECI.

T

en students from UKZN’s Science and Engineering Access
programme have been awarded AECI bursaries worth
R792 000. The recipients, disadvantaged students from
KwaZulu-Natal’s South Coast who achieved excellent results in
UKZN’s Science and Engineering Access programme last year,
were selected from various applicants.
AECI Group Community Development Specialist, Ms
Nicole Solomons, said the AECI Community Education and

‘Through this financial assistance I will be the first in my family
to obtain a bachelor’s degree - without this bursary I would not
have had the funds to pay for my university fees. I will grab this
opportunity with both hands and when I represent something,
I give of my best,’ she said.
Dean of Teaching and Learning in the College of Agriculture,
Engineering and Science, Professor Bala Pillay, acknowledged
AECI’s generous donation. ‘This partnership with AECI is about
the promotion of education and academic excellence to build
leaders who will shape the future of science, the engineering
industry and the broader community,’ he said.
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Ukulinga Howard Davis Memorial Symposium

he inaugural Ukulinga Howard Davis Memorial Symposium
was recently hosted by the College at its Ukulinga Research
Farm in Pietermaritzburg. This multi-level research and
information-sharing Symposium, funded by the Howard Davis
Farm Trust, highlighted agriculture for life and the future,
exploring sustainability through research, agribusiness and
community outreach.
In his opening address, UKZN Vice-Chancellor, Dr Albert van
Jaarsveld, said the symposium set out to explore the way
science engaged with society. ‘There’s nothing better in

science than someone discovering something astonishing,
and I hope something astonishing will come of this event,’ he
said.
A major theme was that of climate and agriculture, with
keynote speakers including eminent Hydrologist and Climate
Expert, Professor Emeritus Roland Schulze of UKZN, and
Professor Richard Eckard, Director of the Primary Industries
Climate Challenges Centre in Australia.
US Consul General Ms Frances Chisholm gave an optimistic
keynote presentation focusing on the development of the
relationship in agriculture between the United States and
South Africa. ‘South Africa has a wonderful future, with
considerable support from the US,’ said Chisholm.
Presentations ranged from perspectives on how to respond
to climate change in the agricultural sector, to history about
Ukulinga’s world-class research in various disciplines. Talks
were also given on biofuel crops, maize breeding projects,
sustainable agriculture and catchment management. Field
demonstrations included UKZN’s Animal Science Steer Project
and a demonstration of a tiller from Stihl.
Participants were from various sectors and more than 90 smallscale farmers working with UKZN’s Farmer Support Group
attended and engaged with academics, students and industry.

Professors Rob Melis and Albert Modi discuss sugar bean research
with small scale farmers at the Ukulinga Howard Davis Memorial
Symposium.
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In closing, Acting Vice-Chancellor of Research, Professor Salim
Abdool Karim, said for scientific research to advance, new
knowledge needed to be generated in the kinds of forums the
Symposium was offering.

Gold and a Trophy for UKZN Royal Show Stand

KZN’s stand at the Royal Show in Pietermaritzburg which highlighted research done within the School of
Agricultural, Earth and Environmental Sciences and the School
of Life Sciences at the Ukulinga Research Farm - won a Gold
medal and the trophy for Best Customer Care.
The UKZN stand is always a feature at the show having won
Gold on several previous occasions. ‘Our success is without
doubt due to the enthusiasm and impressive knowledge of our
postgraduate students who manned the stand and went out
of their way to share their expertise with the general public,’
said Public Relations Manager for the College of Agriculture,
Engineering and Science, Dr Sally Frost.
Said Royal Show Manager, Mr Terry Strachan: ‘While UKZN
rated highly in all categories, we were particularly impressed
by the enthusiasm and extra effort put in by the students and
staff who manned the UKZN stand – they went the extra mile.’
Run in conjunction with the recent Ukulinga Howard Davis
Symposium, the stand showcased research done at Ukulinga
in the fields of animal, crop, food, grassland and soil science, as
well as related disciplines such as plant pathology, hydrology,
agrometeorology, agricultural engineering and food security.
Attractions included specially designed ‘khukhu khayas’ (chick
homes), fish, baby tendrecs (similar to hedgehogs), tarantulas,
hissing cockroaches and mealworms that feed on polystyrene
as well as work done by UKZN’s Farmer Support Group with
small-scale farmers.

The stand was situated directly opposite the main entrance,
and with UKZN Science Centre’s ‘Dr T’ on hand with her magical
science show, there was always a fascinated crowd around the
exhibit.
The Show, now in its 162nd consecutive year, is the premier
agricultural and lifestyle event in the province, attracting
about 180 000 people during its 10-day run.

With the enthusiastic input of College of Agriculture, Engineering
and Science postgraduate students, a Gold medal and Trophy for
Best Customer Service was in the bag for the UKZN stand at the Royal
Agricultural Show.

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURAL, EARTH & ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
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A Distinguished Teacher and
a Dean

ean and Head of the School of Agricultural, Earth and
Environmental Sciences (SAEES), Professor Albert
Thembinkosi Modi, received a Distinguished Teacher’s Award
for 2015 – only the second UKZN Dean to have received the
honour!
Nominated by students, Modi is able to balance the
responsibilities of his role with his passion for teaching. The
award is conferred for outstanding teaching demonstrating
effective learning outcomes, community engagement,
curriculum development, and the translation of practice into
scholarship.
Modi is a Crop Scientist, championing sustainable agriculture
and the value of indigenous knowledge in informing scientific
research. He said receiving the award was encouragement
to continue leading by example. He makes time for students
during and outside of lectures, guiding them graciously
without patronising them as they encounter challenging
concepts.
‘I encourage student participation,’ said Modi, ‘and spend extra
time preparing and updating material every year.’ His positive
approach is informed by his belief that people have the
unique ability to take command of and shape their destinies,
a philosophy that helps him place confidence in his students’
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Professor Albert Thembinkosi Modi - Distinguished Teacher, Crop
Scientist and Dean and Head of UKZN’s School of Agricultural, Earth
and Environmental Sciences.

capabilities. He has supervised 10 PhDs and more than 30
Master’s graduates.
Modi, a C-rated NRF researcher, has led numerous research
projects and helped establish the Ezemvelo Farmers’
Organisation and the Moses Kotane Institute for Science and
Technology. He is a Senior Fellow of GreenMatter, Honorary
Fellow of the Mangosuthu University of Technology, and
Chairman of the South African Agricultural and Life Sciences
Deans Association (SAALSDA).

uMngeni School of Water Governance Research Launched

AEES staff members are involved in the recently launched,
multidisciplinary uMngeni School of Water Governance
Research, that will see the uMngeni River Basin the subject
of an examination to evaluate problems facing the natural
resource and find solutions to governance failures impacting
the basin.
Participants include colleagues from the Council for Scientific
and Industrial Research (CSIR), the Institute of Natural
Resources (INR), Monash South Africa, the South African
National Biodiversity Institute (SANBI), Urban Earth, the Wildlife
and the Environmental Society of South Africa (WESSA), and
UKZN – with Dr Sabine Stuart-Hill of the discipline of Hydrology
actively involved in the new initiative.

research but included direct support for management efforts,
capacity development of key stakeholders such as municipal
officials and traditional leaders, and creating a large body
of research attempting to unpack the river basin as a socialecological system.
The hope is that the growing body of sound knowledge
produced by the uMngeni School of Water Governance
Research will reach and influence the intended users of the
river basin, engage new collaborators from various fields and
consolidate research agendas.

‘The uMngeni River Basin is our collective life-blood; we rely
on its water for homes, businesses and irrigation, we collect
food and medicinal plants from its wetlands, and use its
rivers, streams and dams for water sports,’ said Stuart-Hill.
‘Yet it is faced with a failure of governance in terms of water
resource planning, use and management. Despite a good
understanding of the system’s hydrology and ecology and
our harnessing of the system for our needs, we find ourselves
in a situation of deteriorating water quality and inadequate
preparation for crises like drought.’
At an inaugural workshop, researchers working in the area
established a common identity and identified key research
needs and partners. The range of interests was not confined to

A woman from the Quarry Road settlement washing clothes at the
polluted Palmiet Stream.

Dietetics Professor Contributes to Capacity Building for Nutrition
in the DRC

P

rofessor Frederick Veldman of Dietetics and Human
Nutrition in UKZN’s School of Agricultural, Earth and
Environmental Sciences (SAEES) visited the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC) recently as part of the five-year
GROWNUT project with the University of Bergen’s Norwegian
Programme for Capacity Development in Higher Education
and Research for Development (NORHED) and the University
of Kinshasa (UniKin).
GROWNUT began in 2013 to build capacity in UniKin’s School
of Public Health through Masters and PhD programmes
in nutritional epidemiology, to train staff members and to
conduct research.
Veldman, who helps develop curricula and teaching materials
and teaches and supervises students, travelled to the DRC
together with Professor Anne Hatløy of NORHED, Professor
Mala Mapatano of UniKin, and research assistant, Mr Andre
du Toit, to lend moral support, supervise interns, lecture,
and introduce FoodFinder3 dietary intake analysis software
sponsored by the SA Medical Research Council. The visit
included meeting the DRC’s Director of the National Institute
of Nutrition (PRONANUT), Professor J.P. Banea.
Veldman visited UniKin and interacted with medical students
doing their three-month internship in the impoverished rural
town of Popokabaka 450km outside Kinshasa. Assessments are
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focused on vulnerable groups such as children and pregnant
women. Malnutrition is widespread - almost half of those
observed suffer from growth stunting and almost 1 in 10 show
signs of wasting. Obesity is rare.
‘There is a shortage of health data for Popokabaka, which will
hopefully be improved through GROWNUT,’ said Veldman.
Living quarters have no running water or electricity, with
limited solar power. Subsistence farming and fishing yield
a diet dominated by green leaves, cassava, amadumbe-like
sweet potatoes and the maize staple, fufu. There is little meat
so food choices remain conservative. Veldman said, however,
that there was potential for more diverse cultivation.

From left: student Mr Jules Mpula Mbel; research assistant, Mr Andre
du Toit; UKZN’s Professor Frederick Veldman, and student Mr Johnny
Mpoyi Lukasu.

UKZN Plays Leading Role in Local Climate Change Project

ith many parts of South
Africa in the grips of
drought, climate projections
for the uMgungundlovu
District Municipality (UMDM)
in KwaZulu-Natal are not
encouraging.
Research
indicates a warmer future
with lower average rainfall.
There is concern for the long
term impact that climate
change will have on the
people living in this area.

and Environmental Sciences
(SAEES)
is
intimately
involved.

The
project
proposes
a unique approach to
addressing the impact of
climate change in South
Africa, viz: i) early warning
and ward based disaster
response
systems;
ii)
ecological and engineering
infrastructure
solutions
specifically
focused
on
Concerns are compounded
vulnerable
communities,
by various non-climate
including
women;
iii)
related factors such as lowintegrating the use of
cost and informal housing
climate-resilient crops and
Traditional and scientific knowledge combine in agricultural practice at
located close to river Swayimane to increase the climate resilience and adaptive capacity of crops. climate-smart techniques
watercourses or on flood
into new and existing
plains within catchments; housing of poor standard located on farming systems; and iv) disseminating adaptation lessons
steep hillsides; high-density informal and formal settlements; learned and policy recommendations, to facilitate scaling up
poor land use management and over-exploitation of natural and replication.
resources, including grasslands; and small scale farmers using
SAEES is leading two components of the project: component
crops and methods that are not resilient to the impacts of
1.3 on seasonal weather forecasting and component 3 on
climate change.
agriculture. Professor Albert Modi said: ‘Climate change is
In an effort to reduce significantly the vulnerability of the going to be a major challenge. Rural communities are extremely
affected communities within the UMDM where low levels vulnerable and this project will help with our research in
of income and education combine with a general lack of not only developing a model that works but perhaps more
awareness, the multi-million dollar uMngeni Resilience project importantly one that can be used in other parts of southern
was launched in 2015. UKZN’s School of Agricultural, Earth Africa.’

SCHOOL OF CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS
UKZN Astronomer’s Software Examines Radiation in Outer Space

U

KZN Astrophysicist Professor Jonathan Sievers and a team
of local and international astronomers have discovered a
new Fast Radio Burst (FRB) that has provided the clearest view
yet on what these enigmatic events might be.
FRBs put out enormous amounts of energy during their brief
lives, only one thousandth of a second long. During that
instant, they are among the brightest things in the radio sky.
Only a handful have been discovered so far, and theories
abound about their sources, ranging from stars inside our Milky
Way galaxy to explosions on the other side of the universe.
In order to create this detailed examination of FRBs, the team
of astronomers analysed 650 hours of observations from the
Green Bank Telescope (GBT) in West Virginia. The resulting 40
terabytes of data were analysed using extremely sophisticated
software developed by Sievers and his colleague, Dr Kiyoshi
Masui, an Astronomer with the University of British Columbia
and the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research. The
software allowed for the data to be analysed in a much shorter
time than what was previously possible.
The results of the study included the detection of a new FRB,
named FRB 110523, and information regarding its origin. The
data showed for the first time that the environment of the
burst is magnetised, and that FRB 110523 came from well
outside the Milky Way.

W

Artist impression of a Fast Radio Burst (FRB) reaching Earth.

Sievers worked with two other UKZN astronomers for this study:
postdoctoral researcher Dr Tabitha Voytek and PhD student
Mr Apratim Ganguly. The paper describing this discovery, coauthored by Sievers, Voytek, and Ganguly, appeared in the
journal Nature in December last year.
‘This event gives us our clearest view yet on where fast radio
bursts come from,’ said Sievers. ‘It’s exciting to see that new
ways of analysing data can make it easy to go back and search
a truly massive dataset for extremely rare events. This bodes
well for the Square Kilometre Array and its South African
precursors.’

Physics Researchers’ Work
Featured in Respected US
Journal

ork - titled “Surface Enrichment Driven by Polymer
Topology” - by a team of researchers in UKZN’s School
of Chemistry and Physics has been published in the American
Physical Society’s Physical Review as a Rapid Communication,
denoting its significance to the scientific community working
in the fields of polymer and biological physics.
Dr Giuseppe Pellicane, Professor Genene T. Mola and their PhD
student, Ms Mireille Megnidio-Tchoukouegno, who led the
research, collaborated with the University of Akron in Ohio,
home to the research centre with the largest programme in
polymer science in the United States.
The research is concentrated on polymeric materials. Polymers
are molecules with a repeated, chain-like structure which have
many applications, from use in plastic materials to organic solar
cells. The research team provided a microscopic understanding
of the role of molecule geometry in determining the surface
absorption of a specific polymer species.
‘By mixing two different types of polymers with linear
(stretched chain) and cyclic (loop chain) shapes, we showed
that linear polymers preferentially enrich the surface when the
polymer chain is small, while the opposite happens when the
polymer chain becomes very long,’ explained Pellicane.

UKZN Physics researchers Professor Genene Mola and Dr Giuseppe
Pellicane, with Professor Mesfin Tsige of the University of Akron.

This result was unexpected because a well-known theory of
polymer physics indicates cyclic chains should be preferentially
absorbed at the surface regardless of the polymer length.
The prospect of being able to control the surface properties of
polymeric materials by blending polymers of different shapes
is a new research direction. Understanding the microscopic
factors which drive the surface segregation is crucial for many
industrial applications in coatings, adhesives, membranes,
and biomedical engineering, Pellicane explained. Polymer
segregation could also be relevant in biological sciences in
aiding understanding of the fundamental physical mechanisms
of obscure aspects of nuclear organization, he said.

High Honour for UKZN Academic

U

KZN Chemistry academic, Professor
Sreekantha Jonnalagadda, has been
elected to the Fellowship of the African
Academy of Sciences (AAS) after a rigorous
review and evaluation by independent
reviewers followed by a vote by Fellows of the
Academy.
The C2-rated researcher, who is also a Fellow
of UKZN and of the South African Chemical
Institute (SACI), joins a handful of South
African academics who are Fellows of the AAS,
including Archbishop Desmond Tutu, and
Centre for the AIDS Programme of Research
in South Africa (CAPRISA) Director, Professor
Salim Abdool Karim.

disseminate knowledge through publications
and teaching, and develop capacity-building,
research and policies in science and technology.
Jonnalagadda’s recognition by the Academy
comes as a result of decades of productivity and
excellence in his field - he has consistently been
rated among the Top 30 Published Researchers
at UKZN with over 235 publications to his name
over the course of his career. During the past
35 years, much of his work has also focused on
capacity-building.
His expertise lies in water chemistry and
the treatment of non-biodegradable toxic
substances using advanced oxidation
Chemistry academic, Professor processes, involving ozone and reusable novel
Sreekantha Jonnalagadda, has mixed oxide catalysts.

The AAS seeks to honour African scientists who
have won international renown for their work, been elected a Fellow of the Jonnalagadda described his election as an
African Academy of Sciences.
and to encourage the development of research
honour, saying it gave him the opportunity
and technology across the continent. Fellows of the AAS work to interact with peers in his field and with accomplished
closely with the Academy in achieving these goals as they luminaries from other disciplines, paving the way for new
support and mobilise the science communities around them, research projects and openings for young researchers.

Top UKZN
Physics Students
to Attend Lindau
Nobel Laureate
Meeting

T

wo high-achieving UKZN
physics
students
will
attend one of the world’s most
prestigious scientific gatherings,
the 66th Lindau Nobel Laureate
Meeting in Lindau, Germany, at
Dr Adriana Marais and Mr Sphume Ndlovu.
the end of June. Post-doctoral
researcher Dr Adriana Marais and doctoral candidate Mr earth-moon distance. He has also been involved in developing
Sphumelele Ndlovu are among six South Africans who have a mathematical tool to optimise efficiency and estimate the
been afforded the honour.
signal path parameter of a Lunar Laser Ranger (LLR) system at
The meeting encourages dialogue and knowledge exchange HartRAO.
between academics in the three natural science Nobel Prize Marais, well-known in South Africa for her selection
disciplines - physiology and medicine; physics, and chemistry, among the top 100 candidates for a journey to Mars, is
with the focus alternating every year. This year’s meeting, undertaking research on quantum effects in energy transfer
dedicated to the field of physics, has attracted 400 young
in photosynthesis as well as the origins of prebiotic molecules
scientists from all over the world to interact and exchange
and life itself through UKZN’s Centre for Quantum Technology.
knowledge and ideas with 31 Nobel Laureates. The programme
The young scientist has received numerous accolades for her
features lectures, panel discussions and master classes.
scientific work, including the Royal Society of South Africa’s
Ndlovu, who began his academic career in UKZN’s Science (RSSAf ) Meiring Naudé Medal, a Department of Science and
Foundation Programme (SFP), is excelling in his work at the
Technology (DST) Fellowship Award in 2010, a L’Oreal-UNESCO
National Research Foundation’s Space Geodesy Programme at
Regional Fellowship for Women in Science in Sub-Saharan
the Hartebeesthoek Radio Astronomy Observatory (HartRAO).
Africa, and a L’Oreal-UNESCO International Rising Talent Grant
He is currently working on a project unique to both Africa and
the southern hemisphere, centred on the measurement of the for Women in Science in 2015.

2016 GRADUATION

Congratulations to all our graduands. At the 2016 ceremonies, the College of Agriculture, Engineering
and Science conferred 1 826 degrees and diplomas out of a university total of 10 039. This included 117
PhDs, 258 Masters’, 312 Honours and 1 094 Bachelors’ degrees, as well as 45 Postgraduate diplomas.

2016 GRADUATION

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
UKZN Ranked Top SA University
for Engineering

I

n the recent CWTS (Centrum voor Wetenschap en
Technologische Studies) Leiden Ranking, conducted annually
by Leiden University in the Netherlands, the University of
KwaZulu-Natal was ranked the top university in South Africa
for engineering and physical sciences.
The CWTS Leiden Ranking for 2016 shows which institutions
had the best scientific performance out of over 800 major
universities worldwide – with four South African universities
making the top 500 (UCT, UKZN, Stellenbosch and Wits), and
the University of Pretoria coming in 512th.
The ranking is based exclusively on bibliographic data from
the Web of Science database produced by Thomson Reuters,
across a number of science indices, including maths, science,
social science and arts and humanities.
The overall ranking works by not only looking at the amount
of published work, but also how often a university’s work is
cited in relation to other published work on the same or similar
subject. Leiden enriches the data through its own citation
matching processes and assigning research to universities in
the most consistent and accurate way possible.
Plaudits go to the School of Engineering in the College of

UKZN’s School of Engineering has been ranked top in South Africa.

Agriculture, Engineering and Science for being ranked first in
South Africa in engineering and physical science. The School
has a number of excellent programmes that have contributed
to its victorious status.
UKZN’s School of Engineering has distinguished itself in a
number of disciplines; it is the only School in the country to
offer Bioresources (Agricultural) Engineering, and is home to
several renowned research groups and a Centre of Excellence
that have won recognition for advancing science to better
society.
‘This is a fantastic achievement,’ said Dean and Head of School,
Professor Cristina Trois.

Royal Society Lecture Unpacks Waste as a Resource

T

he possibilities of waste as a resource were unpacked in a
Royal Society Public Lecture presented by Dean and Head
of the School of Engineering, Professor Cristina Trois.
Trois explained in her presentation that local authorities in
Africa, and in emerging economies in general, were faced with
a widespread lack of capacity and often poor institutional
support in the decision-making process for the selection and
implementation of the most appropriate and sustainable
waste management strategies. This was exacerbated by the
lack of suitable data on waste composition throughout the
continent.
Trois said South Africa generated 108 million tons of total
waste a year, of which 98 million tons is land-filled. Only 10%
of total waste is currently recycled.
‘Waste-to-energy technologies are becoming the “low hanging”
fruit in Africa and an interesting vehicle to realize a Green
Economy,’ said Trois, ‘but very few are indeed implemented
owing to a lack of investment or poor institutional support at
Governmental level.
‘Our duty as environmental engineers is to build capacity in
local authorities.’
Trois’s lecture highlighted more than 15 years of research,
development and innovation in Environmental Sanitary
Engineering at UKZN. Projects mentioned included research
and design for the first leachate treatment plant in South

UKZN’s Dean of Engineering, Professor Cristina Trois (left) with Ms
Cristina van der Westhuyzen and Professor Rainer Stegmann of the
International Waste Working Group.

Africa; the first pilot project on waste pre-treatment; work on
a national team for the development of an integrated waste
treatment strategy for South Africa, and work at the Mariannhill
landfill site, where ‘a dump converted into a fully engineered
landfill site, is now a conservation area.’ One future research,
development and innovation project revealed by Trois was a
R10 million Lotto grant to research the anaerobic digestion of
organic waste at Mkuze game reserve in northern KwaZuluNatal.
Royal Society lectures aim to foster a national culture of science
excellence.
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UKZN Academics Attend SA Fluorine Symposium

group
of
23
UKZN
academic
researchers
and
postgraduate students
attended the inaugural
SA Fluorine Symposium
(SAFS) in Cape Town.
The group was led
by Professor Deresh
Ramjugernath,
the
South African Research
Chair
for
Fluorine
Process Engineering and
Separation Technology
and Director of the
Thermodynamics
Research Unit at UKZN.

The
Department
of
Science and Technology
as part of its chemical
sector development plan
identified Fluorspar as
a priority mineral that
should be beneficiated in
the country and together
with the Department of
Trade and Industry created
the
Fluorochemical
Expansion
Initiative
(FEI). As part of FEI,
there is the plan to grow
the
fluorochemicals
Thermodynamic Research Unit students and staff members at the SAFS
industry in South Africa
Conference in Cape Town.
through research and
development as well as through human capacity development.
Ramjugernath and his team undertake cutting-edge research
contributing towards chemical process development and The Research Chair in Chemical Engineering at UKZN, which
optimisation and are involved in the Fluorochemical Expansion is an integral part of FEI research currently being undertaken,
Initiative. They have won numerous institutional and national includes the study of the phase behaviour of fluorocarbon
awards for research and innovation.
based refrigerants, blending of refrigerants and retrofitting
of refrigerant systems, thermophysical properties and
In his keynote address, Ramjugernath said the fluorochemicals
phase behaviour of fluorochemical based electronic gases,
market was globally valued at about R240 billion a year, with
experimental and molecular simulation based surface
a significant annual growth potential of about 5.5%. He
fluorination studies, and applications of fluorochemicals in
explained that South Africa’s revenue in this market was earned
separation processes.
primarily from the export of Fluorspar ore and accounted for
only a fraction of a percent of the global revenue. This was Some of the applications presented by the Unit at SAFS included
highly undesirable and indicative of the fact that there was carbon dioxide capture, flue-gas cleaning, desalination,
limited beneficiation.
solution concentration and separation enhancement.

Best Egg Guardians are
no Eggheads!

C

ampus residents may recently have caught
sight of groups of excited-looking students
and some weird little vehicles – carrying eggs!
Despite appearances, these Engineering first
year students didn’t have any screws loose – they
were in fact tightening different screws in their
efforts to optimize an egg transportation vehicle.
UKZN’s Technical Communication for Engineers
students had been allocated a task - to research,
design, evaluate, construct and test a vehicle
No eggheads these! Mechanical Engineering and Agricultural Engineering students
to transport an egg. The winners would be the - proud winners and runners up respectively of the annual Engineering egg
team transporting their egg unbroken over the transportation competition.
furthest distance.
differently. ‘Each team could learn from one other - it is critical
There were three rules: the vehicle had to use a single elastic
in the design process to know what works and what doesn’t,’
band to transport the egg the furthest; the vehicle was not
said Mechanical Engineer, Professor Riaan Stopforth.
allowed to have any machined parts in it that had specially
been made; and the vehicle had to be constructed from The overall winners of all the first year students, including the
recycled materials.
Access programme, were the Mechanical Engineering team,
The students spent the semester building their egg transporters named Guardians of the Egg – whose egg was transported a
in groups of between four and six members. This allowed them grand total of 18.5 meters.
to understand the design process involved.
With the results they obtained, the students had to write reports
Every team had their own concept to implement. On the and give oral presentations on their design concepts. ‘This
day of the competition they could compare their vehicles to analysis is essential for professional technical communication
ascertain what factors made the different vehicles perform in the engineering environment,’ said Stopforth.

SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES
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UKZN MACE Lab Featured on SABC’s 50/50

r Deborah Robertson-Andersson and Mr Gan Moodley
along with students from UKZN’s MACE Lab were
recently featured on the SABC TV programme 50/50 in an
Earth Day segment titled Plague of Plastic: KZN. The MACE
lab - Marine Biology, Aquaculture, Conservation Education
and Ecophysiology - is based on the Westville Campus in the
School of Life Sciences.
According to Plastics Europe (2013), about 252 million tons of
plastic are produced globally every year. ‘Unfortunately most
plastics don’t make it to land fill sites but end up in rivers,’ said
Robertson-Andersson. ‘And where do those rivers end? Well –
like all rivers – in the sea.’
The MACE lab was featured on 50/50 to highlight work it is
doing on examining the effects smaller plastic particles have
on marine life off Durban. A paper recently published by UKZN
researchers Dr David Glassom and Mr Trishan Naidoo revealed
that the Durban estuary contained 340 micro-plastic particles
(plastic that is smaller than 5 mm in diameter) per litre. ‘In a
sample, one in five fish found in the Agulhas current contains
plastic,’ said Robertson-Andersson. ‘Closer to the shore about
seven in ten mullet (a common bait or subsistence harvest fish)
contain plastics.’
MSc student Mr Mathew Coote found that micro-fibres take
three times longer to pass through fish gut than normal
food. Fellow MSc student Ms Gemma Gerber found that
mussels cannot separate microplastics from food and will

T

Members of the MACE lab were recently featured on the SABC TV
programme 50/50.

ingest increasing amounts of microplastics with increasing
concentrations of microplastics in the water. And Honours
student Mr Thembani Mkhize found that sea urchins, which are
important ecosystem engineers and also a food source, have
two pathways for micro-plastic uptake - through their food
and through their water vascular system.
‘Last but not least, PhD student Mr Travis Kunnen has developed
an innovative rapid counting methodology to count bacteria
and microplastic particles which saves time quantifying
microplastics in the samples,’ said Robertson-Andersson. ‘We
are proud of our students’ work.’
View the video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZEyDba97hTk

A Company of Fellows

wo academics from the School of Life Sciences on the
Pietermaritzburg campus have received an esteemed UKZN
Fellowship in recognition of their distinguished academic
achievements in their fields. Professor Colleen Downs, South
African Research Chair in Ecosystem Health and Biodiversity
in KZN and the Eastern Cape, and Professor Steven Johnson,
South African Research Chair in Evolutionary Biology, were
awarded University Fellowships, conferred for life, joining over
90 academics who have received this prestigious honour from
the University since 1989.
Downs has been at the University since 1994, starting off in
its Science Foundation Programme. With more than 200
peer-reviewed publications to her name, she is UKZN’s toppublished female researcher and has supervised more than
60 postgraduate students. Many of her past students have
achieved international recognition in their fields. Downs
is renowned for research on terrestrial vertebrates that has
contributed considerably to conservation activities throughout
Africa. Her research is focused on their ecology, physiology,
behaviour and conservation, including work on effects of
changing land use and urban ecology.
Professor Steven Johnson is one of the University’s most
prolific researchers, focusing his research on understanding
the evolutionary diversification of plants, the conservation of
plant-pollinator mutualisms, and the reproductive biology of
invasive species. Johnson holds his second A rating from the

Leading scientists and UKZN Fellows, Professors Colleen Downs and
Steve Johnson.

National Research Foundation (NRF). He completed his PhD
on the pollination of plants in the Cape flora at the University
of Cape Town in 1994 and is a leading specialist in the field of
plant pollination biology. Johnson has also established a stateof-the-art laboratory for the study of chemical cues used by
plants to attract insect pollinators. Johnson has published
more than 270 peer-reviewed scientific papers, as well as a
number of popular science articles, and co-authored the books
Table Mountain: A Natural History; The Cape Orchids: a regional
monograph of the orchids of the Cape Floristic Region; and
Orchids of South Africa – A Field Guide.

Threats to Biodiversity Detailed
by UKZN Researcher in Science
Journal

H

onorary Research Fellow in Life Sciences, Dr Enrico Di
Minin, recently co-authored a study - which appeared in
the prestigious Science journal - on gaps in data needed to
prevent the sixth mass extinction.
Di Minin was part of a group of representatives of a consortium
of 18 organisations, including universities and conservation
non-governmental bodies (NGOs) that compiled available
global data on biodiversity threats. The team reviewed almost
300 data sets, marking them on five attributes required for
conservation assessments.
This research contributes to understanding threats to
biodiversity, where they occur and the rate at which change is
happening. The study revealed that the reliable and accessible
data needed for this understanding were largely missing.
‘We lack key information on important threats to biodiversity
such as invasive species, logging, bush meat harvesting, and
illegal wildlife trade,’ explained Di Minin.
These researchers stress that filling these data gaps need
not start from scratch; existing datasets can be scaled up if
appropriately resourced. Researchers hope the analysis will
enable new approaches to mapping and measuring threats
facing endangered species and ecosystems.

Dr Enrico Di Minin.

The publication received considerable attention, with the
presence of some of the most important conservation
institutions involved in the consortium, ensuring that
awareness of filling data gaps would be raised at all levels.
Di Minin undertook his PhD field work in game reserves in
KwaZulu-Natal, co-supervised by UKZN’s Professor Rob Slotow,
with whom he frequently collaborates. Among his recent work
is a paper looking at drivers of the illegal killing of rhinos in
South Africa and pros and cons of a legal trade in rhino horn.
Di Minin’s work is focused on evaluating economic benefits
derived from biodiversity conservation, spatial conservation
prioritisation, and trade-offs between biodiversity conservation
and alternative land uses to reduce policy conflicts.

UKZN Serval Research Featured by Earth Touch News

R

esearch being undertaken in
UKZN’s School of Life Sciences
on the African serval cat has
been featured in a documentary
produced by Earth Touch News
(https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=rD_P6YZSmwE.)
The cats are threatened by
increasing habitat loss, firebreak burning activities, vehicle
collisions, snares, hunting by
dogs, poisoning, and the illegal
fur trade.

are under constant threat
of human destruction for
agricultural and other purposes.

Dr Tharmalingam Ramesh with a serval cat.

Post-doctoral Fellow
Dr Tharmalingam Ramesh’s research details population ecology
and movement of servals under current land use scenarios, and
demonstrates the animals are important ecosystem indicators
in monitoring the effects of changing natural habitats.
‘Although the serval cat has a wide distribution on the African
continent, it has been the least studied, despite being so highly
threatened,’ said Ramesh.

‘Managing serval populations requires greater understanding
of their response to South Africa’s fragmented landscape
structure,’ said Ramesh. ‘If current intense land use continues,
populations of habitat indicators like serval are likely to decline.’
Wetlands, where the main rodent diet of servals is concentrated,

integrity of the ecosystem.

Ramesh recommends that
sustainable,
wildlife-friendly
farming practices are adopted
in the agricultural landscape
mosaics, and that external
pressure on core area habitats
of wetland and forest with
bushland is reduced. Following
appropriate land management
practices within the buffer areas
is essential to maintain the

Ramesh’s work has conservation implications for other
endangered wetland-associated species such as the wattled
crane, grey-crowned crane, and blue crane.
Ramesh is supervised by Professor Colleen Downs, and their
study titled: “Impact of Farmland Use on Population Density
and Activity Patterns of Serval in South Africa”, was the first
to provide a robust population estimation of serval, and to
document their response to changing land uses. The study is
also the first to document the effects of wetland fragmentation
on spatial resource selection and movement of servals using
radio tracking devices.

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS AND
COMPUTER SCIENCE
School Welcomes its New Dean

P

rofessor
Delia
North has been
appointed as the
new Dean and
Head of the School
of
Mathematics,
Statistics
and
Computer Science,
beginning her term
in April.

North studied at the
former University
of Natal, receiving
her BSc (Hons)
in
Mathematical
Statistics
and
her
Masters
in
Professor Delia North has been
Theory
appointed Dean and Head of the School Probability
of Mathematics, Statistics and Computer from the institution,
Science.
also lecturing during
her Masters. She completed her PhD in Advanced Probability
Theory from home while raising her three sons, returning to
academic life in 1992; she has been at UKZN ever since. She
was Head of the School of Statistics and Actuarial Science for
seven years, and academic leader of Statistics for three years.

She serves on the International Statistics Institute Council, has
chaired the South African Statistical Association Education
Committee since 2003, and has served on the Executive
Committee of the South African Statistical Association for
more than ten years. North has received many accolades for
her efforts to build statistics capacity from school through to
PhD level.
North’s expertise in her field is broad, with both theoretical
and applied statistics appealing to her. ‘My keen interest in
statistics education has led me to develop a strong interest in
applications of statistics to shed light on institutional, societal,
industrial and educational problems,’ said North.
North is passionate about better understanding students she
interacts with and challenges they face, in order to motivate
them to achieve their full potential. ‘I feel privileged to have
witnessed the dramatic changes in higher education over
the last twenty years,’ said North. ‘I embrace change and
love understanding how our systems, curricula and teaching
methods should optimally react to prepare our students to
contribute meaningfully in a fast-changing world.’
North plans to strive towards improving communication and
academic processes during her term.

Astrophysics and Cosmology
Research Unit Gains Cryostat

W

ith great excitement, UKZN’s Astrophysics and Cosmology
Research Unit (ACRU) recently welcomed cryostat, a new
instrument into its department.
The pulse-tube cooled cryostat will be used as a reconfigurable,
low-temperature test bed for developing instrumentation
subsystems for microwave and radio telescopes. The project
is headed by Senior Lecturer and Astrophysicist, Dr Cynthia
Chiang of the School of Mathematics, Statistics and Computer
Science, who is excited about the new arrival.
‘The cryostat is essentially a fancy refrigerator,’ Chiang
explained. ‘The device provides a test volume that is held
under vacuum and that is cooled to 4 K with a pulse-tube
mechanical refrigerator.’
The full test bed system will eventually house a helium sorption
refrigerator - currently on order and scheduled to arrive later
this year - that will allow cooling to sub-Kelvin temperatures.
‘I think this might just be the coldest temperature on campus!’
quipped Chiang.
The cryostat was manufactured by High Precision Devices
and was funded by an NRF National Equipment Programme
grant valued at about R5 million. When the test bed is fully

Members of the Astrophysics and Cosmology Research Unit with the
cryostat.

operational, the research group will use it to develop hardware
for SPIDER, an international experiment based in Antarctica
that studies the earliest moments of the universe’s creation.
Last year, the project launched six telescopes into the
stratosphere with a giant helium-filled balloon (roughly the
size of Durban’s Kings Park Stadium) to observe the leftover
heat from the Big Bang.

New Crop of Maths Boffins in Training
In 2015, schoolboy Aaron Naidu from the
programme came first in the junior competition
ahead of more than 30 000 pupils from across
the country. Two others, Arthur Qampi and
Glenda Watt, were in the team of six that
represented South Africa in the Pan African
Mathematical Olympiad held in Nigeria in July.
This year invitations were sent to 50 schools to
send their top learners ranging from Grade 7 to
Grade 12, to write a selection test for placement
in the programme. The end result was that 135
students competed for 70 places, 35 in the
junior section and 35 in the senior category.

Top maths brains from local schools attended the Siyanqoba Maths Experience Day on
the Westville campus.

T

Professor Poobhalan Pillay delivered the
main address, titled: “Power of Logic and
Mathematics”, while Professor Dharms Baboolal,
Dr Paran Pillay and Mr Shan Pillay, all staff
members of the maths department, assisted
by Mr Shalin Singh, a Masters student in the
School, marked the papers.

he South African Mathematics Foundation (SAMF), in
partnership with the School of Mathematics, Statistics
and Computer Science at UKZN, has been training bright
high school students to achieve success in the South African
Mathematics Olympiads (SAMO) since 2011.

The participants, who the School hopes will be potential
graduate students at UKZN, enjoyed their first exposure to
the University. Those selected have continued to meet on
Saturday mornings to hone their maths skills in preparation for
SAMO 2016.

Hundreds of learners have benefited from the programme,
with past students having been placed in the top 10 in the
country, following their performance in the final round of
SAMO.

The final round of the South African Maths Olympiad for 2016
will be held on 27 July. Of the 100 juniors to make it through
nationally, 7 came from UKZN’s Siyanqoba programme.

M

Mathematician Selected for Fulbright Scholarship
and INSPIRE Programme

athematician, Professor Bernardo
Rodrigues has been awarded a
Fulbright Scholarship for the 2016/17
period as well as being selected by the
INSPIRE Erasmus Mundus project to
undertake an Academic Staff mobility visit
to Ghent University in Belgium.
‘Both of these awards are highly
competitive and attract interest from the
most accomplished scholars,’ said Dean
and Head of the School of Mathematics,
Statistics and Computer Science, Professor
Delia North. ‘May his work earn the School
more academic honours in future.’

to innovative work in Mathematics and
produce new collaborative endeavours,
and possibly future staff and student
exchanges. He aims to further the frontiers
of his research and enhance knowledge in
his own institution.
‘I am honoured for this and thank my
colleagues and peers and my family for
supporting me throughout. My students
past and present are also a source of
renewed energy and growth and their
questions have contributed immensely to
my intellectual growth as well as my ability
to ask questions.’

Rodrigues arrives in Ghent in mid-June and
Professor Bernardo Rodrigues.
Originally from Angola, Rodrigues has
spends just over a month working with
been at the University since 1996 and has
a world renowned group of colleagues at Ghent University’s
been an associated professor of Mathematics since 2010.
Mathematics Department. He plans to take up his Fulbright
Scholarship in early 2017.
Rodrigues’ work in mathematics is in the fields of abstract
For Rodrigues, being awarded these honours demonstrates algebra and error-correcting codes at the interface between
recognition of his dedication to hard work and excellence in computer science and electrical engineering in a branch of the
his field. He hopes the opportunities will increase exposure discipline known as Algebraic Coding Theory.

Mid-year Milestones
As a College we’ve been busy
Our Royal Show Gold made us quite dizzy
A Guinness World Record from this A Team
Plus our farm had an impressive spring clean.
Albert Modi is quite the Teacher
Fellows Coll, Steve and Franc also feature
In our graduation tale of success
117 PhDs no less!
Climate change the subject of choice
To make the agric crowd rejoice
That research is the name of their game
Ensures that they stay on the road to fame
Our Physics students are amazing
Off to Germany for Nobel gazing
Neither are our lecturers sleeping
Awards and journals are in keeping
Our Engineers have outranked UCT
Dean Cristina is now the Queen Bee
The fluorine processors keep things nicely highbrow
Attending conferences to show others how
In Life Sciences they’re examining fish
Exposing plastics in a petri dish
Deciding what a serval likes to eat
Tackling biodiversity as a special treat
For the mathematicians all is calm
As they study the stars in all their charm
Although new Dean Delia likes to stir the pot
And keep her army on the trot!
And so we end another semester
As the College that others find a tester
At UKZN we are still standing
Let’s hope Term 2 gives us a nice, soft landing!

With mid-year wishes from the

College of Agriculture, Engineering and Science

